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List the major tasks your committee will need to take to accomplish your deliverables. Please provide more details for the tasks leading up to the SACSCOC Prospectus development.

## Major Tasks for Committee Tracker from Final Planning Document and Recommendations

### Task: Determine Structure and Policies

**Recommendation and/or Action Taken:**

Recommends that the staff governance bodies of the two institutions be merged into a single body to be known as the Georgia State University Staff Council using existing mechanisms for making such changes.

### Task: Hold Elections

**Recommendation and/or Action Taken:**

Integration of the GPC staff into the GSU Staff Council and the GSU University Senate elections will be held in the spring, following normal procedures. As the start of the election process is in January/February, it was not deemed necessary to hold special elections prior to the official consolidation announcement.

### Other/Final Comments (if any):
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